CHARITY EVENTS
La Marató
Every year, the Catalan channel TV3 does a special show that consists on recapting money
for the cure of different illnesses. During the
programme they do a lot of activities and interviews to
persons that have the illness. The channel has a
phone line so all people that want to give some money
can phone, also the schools and other places organize
different activities to reach money too.
This year La Marató, was about heart illnesses, it’s not
the first time they do this illness because affects lots of
people so they want the money to investigate this disease and to obtain a cure.
Once again, our school has participated in raising money doing different crafts and then
selling them. This year the school decided to make hearts made of different materials to hang
on the Christmas tree.
Each student had to make one and then they decorate it. At the end, teachers and some
volunteers went to the Christmas market to sell all the hearts and they collected an amount
of 1.415,61 Euros.
This show have the attention of lots of people in Catalunya because illnesses are very serious
and everyone one day can have one. So it’s very important that the scientists have money so
they can search and tried to find a cure for the mortal illnesses of the world.
It’s very important to participate and give money because only this little gesture of phoning
can save a person’s life.
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children of primary and infantil school.
It’s really amazing that they do this crafts because in general they love to do it and you can
see that they are motivate and are very creative.
At the end there are a lot of different crafts and each one is made with own style.
LINK OF LA MARATÓ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmqwgPF0uDI
This is a video of the spot that La Marató did this year about the heart illnesses. It is really
emotive and if you see then you start to think that absolutly is very important to give a little of
money.

Toy Collection
This year our school has collected as many toys as possible to help families in need. This is
a very good action because in the world there are many children that can´t buy toys because

their parents are poor, and like us they want to play with them so the best what we can do is
to give them instead of throw them.
Many families have participated giving some of their old toys that are no longer used or
buying new ones too. All these toys were distributed to all the families that can not afford to
buy new toys for their children.
It was a great success as more than 20.000 children received a toy.
Only this little action; “give a toy that you don’t use” , can make the life of a little child much
better.

